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￭ This is a multi-user
application with a
powerful set of features
designed to assist the
quality assurance
professionals in their
daily work. CleverTrack
is designed to meet the
needs of any QA team
and is flexible enough to
be used in many different
ways. ￭ With
CleverTrack you can: ￭ 1.
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Check the quality of your
project ￭ 2. Create,
manage, view and print
test cases, bugs and user
stories ￭ 3. Assign a
budget and plan the
progress of the project ￭
4. Analyze and control all
the project data ￭ 5.
Generate comprehensive
reports on your project ￭
6. Connect the software
development and quality
assurance departments ￭
7. Coordinate all types of
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test cases and analyse
their results ￭ 8. Easily
migrate your project data
to a new CleverTrack
installation ￭ 9. Export
the project status to all
major spreadsheet
formats ￭ 10. Integrate
with popular bug tracking
tools ￭ 11. Perform
automated testing ￭ 12.
Do any other things you
might need to do when
you are managing the
quality of your software
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projects By using
CleverTrack you will be
able to - plan and execute
all types of tests - control
all types of bugs and user
stories - effectively plan
your project - analyze and
control all the project data
- present all the project
information to team
members - easily manage
all project files - easily
compare different
projects and test results -
easily export project data
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to other systems - control
the status of your project,
and any of its artefacts -
quickly execute any tests
and check their results -
seamlessly integrate the
development and QA
departments - easily
connect the QA team to
the business and team
members - easily analyze
any type of reports
generated by tests, bugs
and incidents - easily
track all the project
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artefacts - easily and
reliably schedule, track
and control all the project
activities - easily import
project data from any
other system - get detailed
project reports - get all
test reports - quickly
create any kind of
required reports -
automatically process any
incoming requests for
changes - easily send and
receive emails - perform
automated testing -
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perform any kind of
analysis of any project
artefact - perform any
other functions you might
need to perform * The
international version of
CleverTrack can be
accessed using any major
web browser in any
language, the

CleverTrack [Win/Mac]

KEYMACRO is a strong
password manager. It can
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remember any number of
login/password
combinations, store them
safely, and ensure that no
duplicate entry occurs.
The system will never
forget. KEYMACRO is
very easy to use. In fact,
you don't need any
training. After logging in,
you can set up your own
categories for storing
passwords. If you wish,
you can log in using a
browser that support
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cookies or any other login
mechanism you might
like to use. KEYMACRO
is very portable. No
installation is needed on
the client computer.
KEYMACRO is
distributed as a
single.EXE file.
KEYMACRO can import
your existing
login/password database.
This way, all the
login/password
combinations you are
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accustomed to will not be
lost. KEYMACRO is well
integrated with Windows.
It can work as a login
password replacement if
the password is expired.
KEYMACRO can also be
used for authentication.
You can use it as a two-
factor authentication
system. KEYMACRO is
integrated with the
system. Once
KEYMACRO is installed,
a small application is
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automatically created on
the client computer. You
can use this application to
synchronize the databases.
KEYMACRO is a full-
featured password
manager. It includes all
the most important
functions you need for
securely storing and
retrieving passwords.
KEYMACRO is
encrypted in the database.
The encryption is based
on a special algorithm
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developed by ourselves.
KEYMACRO supports
Unicode. Its name is
derived from the concept
of a key. As you can see,
it is written in ASCII, so
it supports all the Latin
languages. KEYMACRO
can remember as many
login/password
combinations as you like.
KEYMACRO includes a
large number of security
options. You can define
how to encrypt your data,
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whether to use a random
salt, etc. KEYMACRO
supports Unicode. Its
name is derived from the
concept of a key. As you
can see, it is written in
ASCII, so it supports all
the Latin languages.
KEYMACRO can
remember as many
login/password
combinations as you like.
KEYMACRO includes a
large number of security
options. You can define
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how to encrypt your data,
whether to use a random
salt, etc. KEYMACRO is
integrated with the
system. Once
KEYMACRO is installed,
a small application is
automatically created on
the client computer. You
can use this application to
synchronize the databases.
KEYMACRO is a full-f
77a5ca646e
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CleverTrack Crack Free Download

￭ CleverTrack is a web-
based quality
management system
(QMS) for managing and
controlling the quality of
software projects. It is
designed to help you
reduce the number of
defects in the software
you deliver and therefore
allow you to deliver
software of higher quality
and longer term, with less
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risk. It was designed to
operate across a range of
technical industries, and
particularly the software
industries, but it should
work equally well for any
type of project where you
need to manage quality
and project risks,
CleverTrack provides you
with a number of features
designed to support
quality management
processes, and to help you
reduce the risk of defects
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and errors in your
projects. ￭ Acceptance
test results and identify
which are to be used in
future projects ￭ Data
search and reports ￭
Audit logs ￭ User and
group permissions ￭ User-
friendly web-based tool ￭
Integrated with other
integrated systems ￭
Requires no installation -
just access ￭ Provides
end to end software
testing solutions ￭
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Migration of
requirements and use
cases from other systems
￭ Easy integration with E-
mail, excel, csv, text and
pdf formats ￭ Supports
multiple languages ￭ Web
service API for external
integration ￭ Automatic
update - no downtime ￭
30 day free trial for
evaluation purposes ￭ All
reports are generated in
PDF format ￭ Easy to use
integrated wizard to
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generate test cases ￭
Ability to customize test
scripts and forms ￭
Create custom forms for
test cases ￭ Advanced
filter and search tools ￭
Create custom filters that
are easy to apply to a list
of requirements, reports
and test scripts ￭ Ability
to attach documents, such
as screenshots, to test
cases ￭ Autopilot can
generate test scripts from
templates or customize
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them using the
WYSIWYG HTML
editor ￭ Autopilot
provides a two step
approach for executing
test cases ￭ No need for
manual execution ￭ All
standard templates and
formats are supported ￭
All reports are
customizable ￭ Reports
can be exported to PDF ￭
Ability to import test case
documents directly from a
local file ￭ Easily access
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and update the data
through a well-organized
UI ￭ Support for various
formats including XML
and CSV ￭ Ability to
work on several versions

What's New In?

CleverTrack is a powerful
tool designed for
controlling the quality of
software projects and
improving the quality of
application development
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in your company.
CleverTrack has all the
necessary administrative
functions associated with
planning, control and
evaluation of tests. By
combining project
analyses, testing and bug
administration, it provides
enhanced testing options
to increase the quality of
your software products.
Due to the integration of
all these segments into a
single project, all your
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requirements arising
during the project
analysis will be fully
covered. The system
consists of 5 basic areas:
￭ Administration of test
cases ￭ Administration
and planning of tests ￭
Testing and reporting of
bugs ￭ Integration with
Bug Trackers ￭
Evaluation of tests and
generation of reports
What this means in
practice is that
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CleverTrack helps you
control the entire process
of quality assurance for
the software under
development, ranging
from definitions of
requirements and tests to
planning and execution of
tests. As a result, you will
have a complete list of
bugs identified in the
software and all the useful
statistics and QA reports
containing complete data.
CleverTrack is a utility
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created for you to easily
control the quality of your
software projects. Here
are some key features of
"CleverTrack": ￭ Data
import wizards for easy
migration of existing data
￭ Full Unicode Extended
Character Support ￭
Unlimited free upgrades
and support ￭ Web
Services SOAP API to
enable integration with
other tools/applications ￭
Universal availability �
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Software as a Service
application ￭
International multilingual
on-line support (on-line
help in English, Deutsch
and Czech language Test
Case Management ￭
Ability to attach
documents and other files
to test cases ￭ Ability to
define custom test case
properties, both free-text
and list-based ￭ Ability to
filter the list of test cases
by any of the built-in
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properties ￭ Ability to
pause an incomplete test
run and continue running
it at a later date ￭ Audit
log of all changes made to
test cases in the system ￭
Complete trace ability
from a recorded incident
to the underlying
requirement that was not
satisfied ￭ Create, edit
and delete project test
cases that are stored in a
hierarchical folder
structure ￭ Data import
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wizard that allows easy
import of Requirements
and Use Cases from
Enterprise Architect
(*.XMI) ￭ WYSIWYG
HTML editor for inplace
test case documents
editing ￭ Multiple test
cases can be uploaded in
the ZIP format ￭ Execute
groups of test cases with
possibility to mark each
step as pass/fail and
optionally record a bug
&#655
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System Requirements For CleverTrack:

OS: Microsoft Windows
10 64-bit Processor: Intel
Core i3-600 or AMD
Phenom II X2 550
Processor Memory: 2 GB
RAM Graphics: GeForce
GTS 650/GeForce GT
740/ Radeon HD 5750 w/
Shader Model 3.0/ Shader
Model 3.0 and later
Display: 1024 x 768
Screen Resolution
Storage: 40 GB available
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space Hard Drive Space:
At least 4 GB of free
space for non-Steam
application installation
Additional Notes:
Required CD-Key:
Gamersgate, Steam, G2A
Recommended
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